Assessment of working memory in rats using spatial alternation behavior with variable retention intervals: effects of fixed-ratio size and scopolamine.
The effects of fixed-ratio (FR) size, scopolamine, and the interactions between FR size and scopolamine were investigated in male F344 rats on working memory as assessed by spatial alternation behavior maintained under FR schedules of food presentation where the interval between trials was varied among values of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 s within each session. The magnitude of the FR size on the correct and incorrect levers was varied systematically from 1 response to 2, 4, 8, or 16 responses in order to determine whether the FR size influenced either the percentage of correct responding, rates of responding, or both. Under the primary baseline condition, that is when the FR size on both the correct and incorrect levers was one response (designated FR1 FR1), the percentage of correct responses decreased with increasing retention interval duration. Increasing the FR size on the correct lever produced FR-dependent increases in the percentage of correct responding as well as in rates of responding. Increasing the FR size on the incorrect lever produced FR-dependent decreases in correct responding, but had little effect on rates of responding. Dose-effect curves for scopolamine were determined on performance maintained under FR values on the correct and incorrect levers, respectively, of FR1 FR1, FR1 FR10, FR10 FR1, and FR10 FR10. In general, scopolamine produced dose-related decreases in the percentage of correct responding, although the magnitude of the effects of scopolamine varied not only with dose, but also with the length of the retention interval and with changes in FR size.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)